FILTREX™ India 2019 highlights societal challenges in air quality and responding growth in market potential
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Filtration industry growing at twice the rate of global GDP.

The 4th edition of FILTREX™ India closed recently hailed as a “qualitative and quantitative success” by the 150 participants from across the filtration supply chain. There was keen awareness from players at both a local and global level of their role in addressing the societal challenges of air pollution and indoor air quality.

Organised by EDANA and BCH, FILTREX™ INDIA has strengthened its position as a leading and unique platform for the filtration industry on the Indian sub-continent.

"After the outstanding experience of FILTREX™ Asia last December in Shanghai, focussing on the world’s largest potential filtration market, this conference has emphasised similar issues and the same urgent needs to be met in terms of air pollution and indoor air quality. Two Indian cities for example, feature among the 10 most polluted mega-cities in the world